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Abstract Many business processes (BPs) involving critical

decision-making activities require good-quality informa-

tion for their successful enactment. Despite this fact,

existing BP approaches focus on control flow and ignore

the complementary information perspective, or simply treat

it as a technical issue, rather than a social and organiza-

tional one. To tackle this problem, we propose a compre-

hensive framework for modeling and analyzing

information quality requirements for business processes

using the WFA-net BP modeling language. In addition, we

describe a prototype implementation and present two

realistic examples concerning the stock market domain,

intended to illustrate our approach.

Keywords Information quality � Business process �
Workflow nets � Requirements engineering � Socio-
technical systems

1 Introduction

A business process (BP) can be defined as a set of activities

with a clear structure describing their sequencing order and

dependencies [1]. Although information-related problems

often constitute a primary reason for failure [77], existing

BP approaches focus on control/activity flow, with less

emphasis on information (e.g., [23, 43, 50, 87]). However,

some efforts have been devoted to information-aware

process design (e.g., [64, 68, 77]). In particular, these

works combine information flow with activity flow, i.e.,

they are able to detect information unavailability in BPs,

but none of them consider information quality (IQ)-related

issues in BPs.

IQ is a key success factor for most BPs, since low-

quality information may result in undesirable outcomes

[57], or it might even prevent the BP from achieving its

goals. IQ can be defined as ‘‘fitness for use’’ [40], i.e.,

meeting or exceeding users’ expectations. However, IQ is a

hierarchical multi-dimensional concept that can be char-

acterized through different dimensions, e.g., accuracy,

completeness, and timeliness. [9, 54, 57]. This makes

determining whether IQ requirements are satisfied harder,

since it has to be done by analyzing several dimensions.

In the literature, we can find several techniques for

preventing [55, 56], detecting [15, 70], and correcting

[7, 34] IQ-related issues. However, most of these tech-

niques propose solutions that are able to address technical

aspects of IQ, while ignoring social and organizational

aspects. But such aspects are very important, since BPs are

mostly enacted by social actors, rather than machines [22].

More specifically, most BPs these days are executed in a

social context (e.g., socio-technical systems [21]), where

humans and technical components are both integral part of

the BP. Therefore, understanding the social and organiza-

tional context where the BP is enacted is essential to detect

different kinds of vulnerabilities that might influence BP

enactment. Fisher and Kingma [24] showed how existing

IQ techniques are not able to handle IQ needs for socio-

technical systems, where different kinds of vulnerabilities
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might manifest themselves in actor interactions and

dependencies.

The Flash Crash (a major US stock market crash [72]) is

an example where the problem was not caused by a mere

technical failure, but rather was due to several social and

organizational vulnerabilities in the overall system design

[72], which was exploited by some actors [14, 72]. For

instance, some high-frequency traders (HFTs) intentionally

provided falsified information to manipulate the trading

environment and make extra profit out of that. In addition,

the lack of coordination among the markets enabled some

traders to continue their trading activities during the crash

by forwarding their orders to markets that did not halt. This

lack of coordination resulted also from IQ-related vulner-

abilities. However, such failures could be avoided if the IQ

requirements of the system-to-be were captured properly

during system design [29, 30]. This motivates and under-

scores the need for analyzing the social and organizational

environment where the BP is executed [42].

On the other hand, the techniques mentioned above

define ‘‘what’’ mechanisms and solutions are needed to

solve IQ problems, but they do not specify ‘‘why’’ such

mechanisms and solutions are needed. We advocate that

understanding ‘‘why’’ IQ mechanisms and solutions are

needed can provide a better understanding stakeholder

needs that go beyond IQ requirements. In [31], we pro-

posed a goal-oriented approach for capturing IQ require-

ments of the overall system where a BP is enacted, which

allows identifying ‘‘why’’ a certain level of IQ is needed.

Moreover, we proposed a mechanism for mapping these

requirements into workflow nets with actors (WFA-net).

WFA-net is a workflow language for modeling and ana-

lyzing control flow, information flow, and IQ requirements

of the BP.

In our previous work [31], we proposed an approach to

analyze IQ requirement in terms of three IQ dimensions

(accessibility, accuracy, and consistency). In this paper, we

extend our framework proposing seven IQ dimensions

(accessibility, accuracy, completeness, believability, trust-

worthiness, timeliness, and consistency), and we extend the

modeling language that is used to model the overall sys-

tem. Moreover, we extend the semantics of WFA-nets to

model IQ in terms of these seven dimensions, and we refine

the mapping constraints and the reasoning techniques to

cope with such extensions. In addition, the paper presents a

prototype implementation, as well as two realistic exam-

ples from the stock market domain.

The paper is organized as follows; Sect. 2 presents the

research baseline, Sect. 3 describes the US stock market

system that is used as an example to illustrate our

approach. We present and discuss our approach for mod-

eling and analyzing IQ requirements of BPs in Sect. 4, and

in Sect. 5 we implement and evaluate the approach. In

Sect. 6, we discuss limitations of our proposal and threats

to validity. We present related work in Sect. 7. Finally, we

conclude and discuss future work in Sect. 8.

2 Research baseline

2.1 Information quality (IQ)

IQ is a hierarchical multi-dimensional concept character-

ized by dimensions such as accessibility, accuracy, com-

pleteness [9, 54, 57, 82]. Several models have been

proposed for analyzing IQ based on these dimensions (e.g.,

[9, 46, 54]). However, there is no consensus on what these

dimensions should be [46]. Moreover, most of these

models ignore social and organizational aspects that may

underlie some of these dimensions, which leaves the sys-

tem open to different kinds of social and organizational

vulnerabilities.

In [28], we tackled this problem by proposing a multi-

dimensional model (shown in Fig. 1) for analyzing IQ that

considers social and organizational aspects while analyzing

IQ dimensions. The model analyzes IQ based on seven IQ

dimensions: accessibility, accuracy, believability, trust-

worthiness, completeness, timeliness, and consistency.

These dimensions have been chosen based on the following

criteria. Although there is no general agreement on which

are the most important IQ dimensions, it is easy to note that

four IQ dimensions have been considered in most of the IQ

models: accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and consis-

tency (e.g., [3, 5, 13, 82]). In addition, we consider both

information believability and trustworthiness, since they

can be used for analyzing information accuracy [19, 84].

Finally, before thinking about any of the previously men-

tioned dimensions (e.g., accuracy and completeness), we

need to possess the information and have the required

permissions over it to perform a task at hand. Therefore,

information accessibility is also considered in our model.

In what follows, we define each of these dimensions:

Accessibility measures the extent to which information

is available for use [54], i.e., accessibility is defined as

information availability along with the required permis-

sions over it to perform a task at hand.

Believability measures the extent to which information

is accepted or regarded as true [9, 54].

Trustworthiness measures the extent to which informa-

tion is credible [46]. Trustworthiness can be analyzed

based on the trustworthiness of the provenance, which

can be further analyzed based on both trustworthiness of

the source and trustworthiness of the provision [19].

Accuracy measures the extent to which information is

true or error free with respect to some known or
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measured value [9]. We analyze accuracy based on the

two sub-dimensions believability and trustworthiness.

Completeness measures the extent to which information

is complete for performing a task at hand [9]. We

analyze completeness depending on two sub-dimensions,

value completeness: the extent to which information is

preserved against corruption or loss that might endanger

its integrity; and purpose of use completeness: the extent

to which information is complete for performing a task

at hand.

Timeliness measures the extent to which information is

valid in term of time (e.g., sufficiently up to date) for

performing a task at hand [54].

Consistency measures the extent to which all multiple

records of the same information are the same across time

and space [9].

2.2 Petri nets, WF-nets, and WFD-nets

Although there exist several BP modeling languages in the

literature, we adopt Petri-net-based languages (e.g., Petri

nets, WF-nets, and WFD-nets) as a baseline of our BP

language, since they have a simple, clear and well-defined

semantics for process modeling and analysis, and they can

be used to model different kinds of BPs.

In particular, a Petri net is a directed graph consisting of

two kinds of nodes, places, and transitions, where arcs are

either from a place to a transition or from a transition to a

place [50]. Formally, a Petri net N ¼ P; T ;Fh i, where P is

a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, and

F � ðP� TÞ [ ðT � PÞ is a set of arcs (flow relation). At

any time, a place contains zero or more tokens, while a

transition t 2 T is said to be enabled, iff, each input place

p of t contains at least one token. An enabled transition

t may fire, iff, a transition t consumes one token from each

input place p of t, and it produces one token in each output

place p of t.

Furthermore, a marking of a Petri net is a multi-set of its

places M : P �! N. Transitions are the active components

in a Petri net, i.e., they change the state of the net. For

example, given a Petri net N and a markingM1, we say that

M1 !t M2: if transition t is enabled at marking M1, and

firing t at M1 results in M2. While M1 !r Mn: r ¼
t1; t2; . . .; tn�1 is a firing sequence leading from M1 to Mn.

Finally, we say that a marking Mn is reachable from M1,

iff, there is a firing sequence r ¼ t1; t2; . . .; tn�1 such that

M1 !r Mn.

On the other hand, a workflow net (WF-net) [81] is a

subclass of Petri nets intending to model the workflow of

process activities, i.e., the WF-net transitions are assigned

to tasks or activities, and places are assigned pre/post

conditions [81]. In addition, a WF-net is a Petri net with

well-defined starting point (start) and a well-defined end-

ing point (end), and every node (place or transition) is on a

path from start to end. Both Peti-nets and WF-net have

been used to model different kinds of processes from

various domains. However, their modeling notation is not

expressive enough to capture anything but the control flow

of the process.

Finally, workflow net with data (WFD-net) [68] is a

workflow net with data elements, in which tasks can read

(rd), write (wt), or delete (del) data elements. Moreover, a

task can also have data dependent guards (grd) that block its

execution when it is evaluated to false. The authors ofWFD-

net have proposed an example concerning a shipper’s pro-

cess for delivering goods to illustrate their language, and they

showed how their language is able to model the control flow

and the information flow of the process. WFD-net allows for

identifying ‘‘where’’ information is needed, but not ‘‘why’’ a

certain level of IQ is needed.

3 US stock market system

A stock market (also called equity market or share market)

consists of investors and traders who trade securities1 at a

trading venue (exchange). Kirilenko et al. [41] identify the

main stakeholders of a stock market system, including s-

tock investors. These are individuals or companies, who

have as main goal making profit from trading securities in

stock markets.

1 The term security refers to any tradable financial asset.
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Stock traders are individuals or companies involved in

trading securities in stock markets either for their own sake

or on behalf of their investors with a main goal of making

profit by trading securities. Based on their trading speed

and number of orders to be held (traded), traders can be

broadly classified under three main categories:

High-frequency traders (HFTs) are traders who trade

large volumes of securities with very high frequency

(speed) [2].

Market makers are traders who trade large volumes of a

particular security on both sides of the market (buy/sell).

Their role is usually to facilitate trading on certain

security in the market.

Small traders trade small volumes of securities with a

low frequency.

Stock markets are places where traders gather and trade

securities (e.g., New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), Chi-

cago Mercantile Exchange (CME), NASDAQ, etc.). In

particular, markets make a profit by facilitating securities

trading among traders, i.e., they receive, match, and per-

form trades among traders. Moreover, markets should

guarantee a fair and stable trading environment for their

traders. Usually, they analyze the trading activities they are

managing, and employ their circuit breakers (CBs), when

needed, to slow down or halt trading to prevent a potential

market crash. Furthermore, in the stock market system the

same security can be traded in several markets, but it will

always have only one primary listing market. Therefore,

markets need to coordinate their trading activities with the

primary market to prevent a market crash.

Consolidate Tape Association (CTA) collects and pro-

cesses information from stock markets concerning their

trades and quotes,2 and then disseminates information

concerning trades (CTS-info) and quotes (CQS-info) to

traders/investors. Such information enables traders/in-

vestors to analyze the trading environment, and in turn,

make the right trading decisions.

On the other hand, Mishkin [48] identifies several other

players that provide various services related to the stock

market, including: Consulting firms that are firms special-

ized in providing professional advice concerning securities

to both traders and investors, where such advice assists

traders and investors while taking their trading decisions.

Finally, credit assessment rating firms provide assessments

of the credit worthiness of companies’ securities, which

helps traders in deciding how risky it is to trade a certain

security.

The stock market domain is a good example, where IQ

is very important for most BPs enacted in this domain. For

example, an investor depends on trading suggestions to

assist its trading decisions, where the quality of such sug-

gestions influences the qualities of the trading decisions an

investor may take, and in turn, the success or failure of its

trading process.

On the other hand, to make the right trading decisions,

traders depend on trades and quotes information that is

produced by the CTA concerning the quotes that markets

receive and trades that markets perform respectively.

However, any delay of such information may result in

dependence on invalid (outdated) information, which might

lead to taking a wrong trading decision, and in turn, the

failure of the trading process.

4 Modeling and reasoning about IQ requirements
in business processes

In this section, we present our approach for modeling and

analyzing IQ requirements in BP. First, we provide the

methodological process that underlies our approach

(Sect. 4.1). Second, we describe the modeling phase that

models the IQ requirements of the system in their social

and organizational context, where the BP is executed

(Sect. 4.2). Third, we discuss the mapping phase that

models the BP of concern by mapping leaf goals of the IQ

requirements model into the activities of WFA-net

(Sect. 4.3). Finally, we describe the automated reasoning

support that can be used to verify the control flow, infor-

mation flow, and IQ requirements of a BP (Sect. 4.4).

4.1 The methodology

The process (shown in Fig. 2) is composed of three main

phases, namely: modeling, mapping, and analysis. In what

follows, we briefly describe each of these phases:

1. Modeling phase aims to model the IQ requirements of

the system-to-be in their social and organizational

context, where the BP is executed. This phase is

composed of five main steps: (1.1) Actor modeling

aims to model the actors of the system in terms of

agents and roles; (1.2) Goal modeling aims to model

the actors’ objectives in terms of goals, and refine-

ments of these goals, if needed, through and/or-

decomposition until reaching leaf goals; (1.3) Infor-

mation modeling aims to model the different relations

between goals and information (e.g., produce, read,

modify and send); the relations between information

and its sub-parts; and the relations between legitimate

owners of information and information they own. (1.4)

Social dependency modeling aims to model actor

dependencies for information provision, and the
2 A quote is an order that has not been performed [36].
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delegation of both authorities and entitlements among

actors, i.e., based on actor capabilities some goals

might be delegated to other actors, who have the

capabilities to achieve them; and based on actor needs,

information/permissions are provided/delegated

among them respectively. (1.5) Trust modeling aims

to model trust/distrust relations among actors concern-

ing information producing/provision, and goal/permis-

sion delegations. When the modeling phase is

completed, and the model does not require any further

refinements, we proceed to the mapping phase.

2. Mapping phase aims to map the IQ requirements

model that has been produced in the previous phase

into activities of the WFA-net to represent the intended

process taking into consideration the actors who are

responsible for achieving such goals, and information

that such goals produce, read, modify and/or send.

When the mapping phase is completed, we proceed to

the analysis phase.

3. Analysis phase aims to verify the correctness and

consistency of the BP model. In particular, we define a

set of properties of the design that can be used to verify

the correctness and consistency of the control flow,

information flow, and IQ requirements of the WFA-

net, i.e., the WFA-net is correct and consistent, if all of

these properties hold.

4.2 Modeling phase

In order to model the IQ requirements of the system in their

social and organizational context, where the BP is exe-

cuted, we rely on our modeling language proposed in

[28, 30], which provides concepts for modeling the system

in terms of its actors, goals, IQ requirements, etc. Figure 3

shows a portion of a goal model concerning the stock

market system represented with our modeling language to

clarify its main concepts. In what follows, first we present

the main concepts and constructs for modeling actors,

goals, information, along with their different relations and

social dependencies. Second, we present the constructs for

modeling IQ requirements.

The language introduces constructs for modeling actors

of the system in terms of agents and roles. A role consists

of a set of behaviors and functionalities within some spe-

cialized context, and roles can be specialized from one

another [86]. An agent is an autonomous entity that can

play one or more roles within the system that inherits the

properties and behaviors of the roles it plays [85].

For instance, a stock trader has the capability of

employing different strategies for making profit out of its

trading activities. HTF and Market maker roles are

specialized (through is_a) from the stock trader

role, thereby inheriting the behaviors of the stock

trader role, and they have additional behaviors that can

be used to differentiate them from one another, and from

the stock trader role. Best trading is an agent that

plays a stock trader role.

A Goal can be defined as a state of affairs that an actor

intends to achieve [10], and it can be refined through and/

or-decompositions into finer sub-goals. Refining a root-

goal into sub-goals through and-decomposition implies that

all sub-goals need to be achieved in order to achieve the

parent goal. While in or-decomposition, achieving any of

the sub-goals implies achievement of the parent goal. For

example, Best trading has a main goal of G1. Make

profit by trading securities that is and-decom-

posed into G1.1 Produce the right orders and

G1.2 Analyze target security, where achieving

G1 requires achieving both of G1.1 and G1.2. While

G1.2 Analyze target security is or-decomposed

into G1.2.1 Analyze by itself and G1.2.2

Analyze by consultant, where achieving any of

G1.2.1 or G1.2.2 is enough for achieving G1.2.

Information represents any informational entity, and it

has a volatility attribute that represents the change rate of

its value [84]. Information can be composed of more than

one part, and we use the part of relation (represented as

partOf) to capture the relationship between a composite

information and its sub-parts (e.g., CME CB info is part of

NYSE CB info).

Goals may produce, read, modify and/or send informa-

tion. For instance, the goal G1.2.1 Produces Trader

suggestions, which indicates that Trader

no

no

yes

1.1- Actor 
modeling

1.2- Goal 
modeling 

1.4- Social 
dependency modeling 

yes1.3-Information 
modeling 

1.5- Trust 
modeling 

1. Modeling
Phase complete ?

2. Mapping
Phase 

3. Analysis
Phase 

needs 
refinement ?

no

inconsistencies and /
or conflicts found ?

yes

Fig. 2 The process for modeling and reasoning about IQ requirements in BP
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suggestions can be created by achieving this goal.

Produce relation has one attribute that indicates whether it

applies a believability check (represented as B) or not

(represented as NB) while producing information.

The goal G1.1.1 Reads investor’s orders

information, where the first attribute of the read relation is

read type that can be strictly classified under Optional read,

which indicates that information is not required for goal

achievement, i.e., the goal can be achieved even without

consuming such information; and Required read, which

indicates that information is required for goal achievement,

i.e., the goal cannot be achieved without consuming such
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Fig. 3 A partial goal model concerning the stock market structure
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information. The second attribute in read relation indicates

whether the read relation applies a believability check or

not (B/NB) while reading such information. The third

attribute is the purpose-of-use attribute (e.g., For-

ward Trades [FT]) that captures the intended purpose of

information usage.

Moreover, the goal G1.1.1 Sends investor’s

orders, where Send relation indicates that the goal

achievement depends on transferring information to a

specific destination within a predefined time period. Send

relation has two attributes, the first is the intended desti-

nation [NASDAQ (NSQ)], and the second attribute is the

intended sending period (10 seconds). Finally, G1.1.1

Modifies investor’s orders, which indicates that goal

achievement depends on modifying such information.

Delegation models the transfer of entitlements and

responsibilities among actors. For example, the in-

vestor delegates the goal G2.2 Trade by a trader

to Best trading. On the other hand, provision is used to

model information communication among actors, and has

two attributes: a time attribute that describes the trans-

mission time, and a provision type attribute that can be

either integrity preserving (IP) provision or normal

(P) Provision [25]. For example, the investor provides

Best trading with investor’s orders, through IP

provision within 9 s. Moreover, an actor can be a legiti-

mate owner of information, which gives it full control over

information usage. For instance, the investor is the

Owner of investor’s orders, and it delegates Read,

Modify, and Send permissions over investor’s

orders to Best trading.

Finally, the language adopts the notion of trust and

distrust to capture the actors’ expectations of one another

concerning their delegated entitlements and authorities

[27]. For example, the investor distrusts Best

trading for achieving the goal G2.2. While the in-

vestor trusts Best trading for Read, Modify, and

Send permissions over investor’s orders. Moreover,

the language introduces trust/distrust for produced infor-

mation, which indicates that the trustor trusts/distrusts the

trustee for producing trustworthy information. Such rela-

tion is represented as an edge labeled with TP/DT between

the trustor and the trustee concerning the produced

information.

After presenting the main constructs for modeling

actors, goals, information, along with their different rela-

tions and social dependencies, we present the main con-

cepts and constructs for modeling IQ requirements3 in

terms of its seven dimensions:

Information accessibility: is influenced by:

1. Information availability, which is analyzed depending

on information provision between information con-

sumers and information sources (producers).

2. Permissions over information, which enables or pre-

vents an actor from using information as intended. For

example, Best trading needs to read, modify and

send investor’s orders, and it will not be able to

perform any of these activities unless investor’s

orders have been provided to it (availability), and

Read, Modify and Send permissions over the orders

have been delegated to it.

Information completeness: is influenced by:

1. Value completeness, whether information has been

preserved against loss or corruption during its transfer,

i.e., if information is provided through integrity

preserving IP provision [25], its value completeness

is guaranteed, and otherwise it is not. For example, if

CME CB info was provided to NYSE through normal

P provision, such information will be considered value

incomplete by NYSE.

2. Purpose-of-use completeness, whether information is

complete for performing a task at hand, i.e., informa-

tion has all required sub-parts for performing the task

at hand. For example, if CME CB info was not

provided to NYSE, NYSE CB info will be considered

incomplete for the purpose-of-use, since CME CB

info is part of NYSE CB info.

Information timeliness (validity): the only two relations

between goals and information that can be influenced by

time-related aspects are read and send. Therefore, we

analyze timeliness in both of them as follows:

1. Read timeliness, can be analyzed by comparing

information read time that enables for determining

the currency (age) of information with information

volatility, i.e., information is valid for read if its

currency is smaller than its volatility, otherwise it is

invalid. For example, Best trading should verify

that the currency of investor’s orders is bigger

than their volatility to guarantee their validity for read.

2. Send timeliness, can be analyzed by comparing infor-

mation send time and the read time of such informa-

tion at its destination, i.e., information is valid if its

read time at its destination is smaller than its send time,

otherwise it is invalid. For example, the investor

should verify that the provision time of his order to the

stock market (NASDAQ) through Best trading is

less than their send time, to guarantee their validity at

the market.

Information consistency: arises only when there are mul-

tiple records of the same information that are being read by

3 Details about capturing IQ requirements at a high-level of

abstraction as soft goals and gradually refined and then approximated

into IQ constraints (IQC) can be found in [28].
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actors for interdependent purposes. We rely on the pur-

pose-of-use attribute in read relation to identify interde-

pendent readers that are actors who read the same

information for the same purpose-of-use. In this context,

consistency among interdependent readers can be analyzed

based on the read times of their information, i.e., infor-

mation is consistent among them, if all of them have the

same read time, otherwise it is inconsistent. For example,

NYSE and NASDAQ read CME CB info for the same

purpose of use (CB). Therefore, NYSE and NASDAQ are

interdependent readers for CME CB info, i.e., both of

them should have the same read time to guarantee that CME

CB info is consistent between them.

Information believability: believability concerns arise

when information is being produced or read. Therefore, we

analyze believability in produce/read relations by checking

whether such relations apply a believability check, i.e., the

produced/read information is believable from the perspec-

tive of its producer/reader, if the produce/read relation

applies a believability check, otherwise it is not. For

example, Trader suggestions and CTS-info are

believable, since the goal G1.2.1 applies a believability

check while producing and reading each of them

respectively.

Information trustworthiness: is influenced by

1. Trustworthiness of the source, which can be analyzed

depending on trust/distrust of produce between the

trustor and the trustee concerning the produced infor-

mation. For example, Best trading trusts the

stock investor for producing investor’s

orders.

2. Trustworthiness of the provision, which can be

analyzed based on the way information arrives at its

final destination [11, 69], taking into consideration the

operations that have been applied to it, whether the

actor who performs such operations is authorized, and

whether such authorization is trusted. For example,

NASDAQ analysis the trustworthiness of provision

concerning investor’s orders by checking

whether such information has been modified by Best

trading, whether Best trading has the modify

permissions over it, and whether such permission is

trusted by the investor (information owner).

Information accuracy: following [19, 84], we analyze

accuracy depending on believability and trustworthiness,

and we differentiate between two cases:

1. Accuracy of produced information, can be analyzed

based on the believability of the produce relation, and

the trustworthiness of the production process. For

example, if the investor depends on Best trad-

ing for producing its orders, to analyze the accuracy

of the produced orders, we need to check whether the

produce relation applies a believability check, and

whether there is a trust relationship between the

investor and Best trading concerning the

produce permission.

2. Accuracy of read information, can be analyzed based

on the believability of read relation, and the trustwor-

thiness of the provenance. For example, to analyze the

accuracy of an order that a stock market reads, we need

to check whether the read relation applies a believ-

ability check, and we need to analyze the trustworthi-

ness of the order provenance, which can be done as

described earlier.

4.3 Mapping phase

In this section, we extend the semantics of WFA-net to

model and analyze IQ requirements in terms of seven IQ

dimensions, and then we discuss the mechanisms that we

use for mapping IQ requirements model into WFA-net.

4.3.1 Workflow net with Actors (WFA-net)

A workflow net with Actors (WFA-net) adopts workflow

net (WF-net), and extends it with the notion of social actor,

and IQ needs. In WFA-net, each activity (transition) is

assigned a social actor, and it may produce, read, modify,

and send information. In what follows, we define the

semantics of WFA-nets. Let us consider a finite set of

social actors A ¼ fa1; a2; . . .; ang, a finite set of infor-

mation I ¼ fi1; i2; . . .; img, a finite set of time intervals

T ¼ ft1; t2; . . .; tmg, and we define Iv � fI � Tg a finite

set of information along with their volatility values.

Moreover, to capture information produce relation, we

define P � fBv� Ivg, where Bv ¼ fB; NBg is the believ-

ability check mechanism that is/is not applied by the pro-

duce relation, and i 2 Iv is information to be produced. To

capture information read relation, we define R �
{Rt � Bv� PoU � Iv}, where Rt ¼ fo; rg is the read type

that can be either optional or required, Bv ¼ fB; NBg is the
believability check mechanism that is/is not applied by the

read relation, PoU is the purpose for which information is

read, and Iv is the information to be read. To capture

information send relation, we define S � {A� Iv � T},

where A is a set of social actors that represent the intended

destination of information, Iv information to be sent, and

T the required time period for information to be sent.

Furthermore, we define a set of responsibility predicates

PA ¼ fpa1 ; pa2 ; . . .; pakg to capture the relations between

activities and actors, who are responsible for their execu-

tion (e.g., res(actor: a)); a set of produce predicates PP ¼
fpp1 ; pp2 ; . . .; ppjg to capture the relation between activities
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and information they produce [e.g., produces(blvType: bt,

information: iv)]; a set of read predicates PR ¼
fpr1 ; pr2 ; . . .; prkg to capture the relation between activities

and information they read [e.g., read(type: r/o, blvType: bt,

PoU: pou, information: iv)]; a set of modify predicates

PM ¼ fpm1
; pm2

; . . .; pml
g to capture relations between

activities and information they modify [e.g., modify(in-

formation: iv)]; and a set of send predicates PS ¼
fps1 ; ps2 ; . . .; pslg to capture the relation between activities

and information they send [e.g., send(actor: a, information:

iv, time: t)].

In addition, we define a responsibility assigning func-

tion, fpa ¼ PA �! fAg that assigns responsibility predi-

cates with actors that are responsible for activity execution;

a produce assigning function, fpp ¼ PP �! 2P that

assigns produce predicates with information that activities

produce; a read assigning function fpr ¼ PR �! 2R that

assigns read predicates with information that activities

read; a modify assigning function fpm ¼ PM �! 2Iv that

assigns modify predicates with information that activities

modify; and a send assigning function fps ¼ PS �! 2S that

assigns send predicates with information that activities

send.

To this end, we define a WFA-net as a WF-net, where

each activity t is described by, an actor that is responsible

(res) for the activity, a set of information that activity

produces (pd), a set of information that activity reads (rd), a

set of information that activity modifies (md), and a set of

information that activity sends (sd).

Definition 1 (WFA-net) A workflow net with actors

(WFA-net) N = hP, T, F, res, pd, rd, md, sdi consists of a
WF-net N = hP, T, Fi, a responsibility assigning function

res: T �! A, a produce assigning function pd: T �! 2P, a

read assigning function rd: T �! 2R, a modify assigning

function md: T �! 2Iv , and a send assigning function sd: T

�! 2S.

Example 1 a WFA-net of a stock investor that is trading

securities is shown in Fig. 4. The actor set

A ¼ finvestor, Best trading, NYSE, NASDAQ, CTA,

credit assessment firm, consulting firm}, and

its information set Iv ¼ ftradeinfo� NYSE, trade

info-NASDAQ, CTS-info, CQS-info, trade set-

tlement, securities’ assessment, trader

suggestions, consultant suggestion, in-

vestor’s orders}. Considering the activity T10:

Produce trading orders, the responsibility assign-

ing function res(Produce trading orders) = {investor},

the produce assigning function pd(Produce trading orders)

= {investor’s order}, the read assigning function

rd(Produce trading orders) = {;}, the modify assigning

function md(Produce trading orders) = {investor’s

order}, and the send assigning function sd(Produce

trading orders) = {(NASDAQ, investor’s order,

20)}.

On the other hand, to capture the workflow in WFA-net,

we should be able to evaluate the activity-related predicates

either to true (>) or to false (?). Therefore, we define the

following functions, rpa : PA �! f>;?g assigns to each

responsibility predicate either >, when the responsible

actor can and will achieve the activity,4 or it assigns ?
otherwise. Similarly, we define rpp : PP �! f>;?g, rpr :
PR �! f>;?g, rpm : PM �! f>;?g, and rps : PS �!
f>;?g that assigns to each produce/read/modify/send

predicate either >, when information i can be produced/

read/modified/sent by the activity, or it assigns ? other-

wise. Finally, we define activity state r: T ! (>, ?) that

sums the values of all the previously mentioned functions

over their related predicates for a specific activity, and R
denotes the set of all activity states. In this context, a WFA-

net configuration consist of a marking5 m along with an

activity state r.

Definition 2 (Configuration of WFA-net) Let N ¼ h P, T,
F, res, pd, rd, md, sd i be a WFA-net, let m be a marking

of N, and let r 2 R be as defined above. Then, c ¼ hm; ri is
a configuration of N. With N we denote the set of all

configurations of N, and the start configuration of N is

defined by cs ¼ fh½start�; ri, j r 2 R, Iv ¼ ;gi. While

Ce ¼ fh end½ �, ri | r 2 R, Iv} defines the set of final

configurations.

In the initial configuration, only one place is marked

[start], and the Iv set is initialized to the empty set, since no

information has been produced yet. While a configuration

is a final configuration, if it contains a marking [end].

An activity t of a WFA-net N can be enabled at a

configuration c = hm; ri, iff: (1) the activity t is enabled at

marking m (activity flow), and (2) the activity state (r) is
evaluated true (>), i.e., information flow and IQ require-

ments (if any) are met. When an activity is enabled, it may

fire, where firing of an activity changes the marking as well

as the activity state and information set Iv, i.e., the firing of

an activity enables a set of successor configurations

hm0; r0i, and it may change the information set as well.

Definition 3 (Firing an activity of WFA-net) Let N = hP,
T, F, res, pd, rd, md, sdi be a WFA-net. An activity t 2 T of

N is enabled at a configuration c ¼ hm; ri of N if m�!t , r
is assigned true ð>Þ. The firing of t enables a set of

4 The responsible actor has the capability, and we trust it for

achieving such activity.
5 A marking of a Petri net is a distribution of tokens over its places.
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configurations c!t C � N. C ¼ fhm0; r0i j m!t m0^
(8i 2 pdðtÞ ¼ >: I0v ¼ Iv \ i)}.

Example 2 Consider activity T10: Produce trading

orders in Fig. 4, and suppose there is a token in place

P8. The activity is enabled if (1) investor (responsible

actor) is capable and will achieve such activity, (2) pro-

ducing investor’s orders will not be prevented, i.e.,

investor is allowed to produce investors orders, and

such information is accurately produced from its perspec-

tive (the produce relation applies a believability check

while producing such information), (3) modifying

investor’s orders will not be prevented, i.e.,

investor is allowed to modify such information, and (4)

sending investor’s orders to NASDAQ within 20 s

will not be prevented, i.e., investor’s orders will be

accurate, complete, and valid at its destination. Firing this

activity means that the token in P8 will be removed, and a

token at P9 will be produced. Moreover, information

investor’s orders will be added to the information

set Iv, since it has been produced.

A configuration c0 may need more than one transition to

be reached from another configuration c. Therefore, we

need to extend the firing of a single transition to firing a

sequence of transitions in order to define the set of reach-

able configurations of N from a configuration c. In partic-

ular, reachability is used to find whether there is a path that

a configuration c0 can be reached from a configuration c,

which can be done by proceeding from configuration c

through several configurations to find the requested con-

figuration (e.g., c0). In such case, we either reach c0 from c,

or we say that c0 cannot be reached from c.

Definition 4 (Reachability of a configuration of WFA-

net) Let N = h P, T, F, res, pd, rd, md, sd i be a WFA-net, c

and c0 are two configurations of N. We say that a config-

uration c0 is reachable from a configuration c, denoted by

c�!tn
c

0, if there is a firing sequence tn ¼ ft1; . . .; tng 2 T

being enabled at c1; . . .; c
0, and the firing of tn leads to c0 .

Example 3 Figure 5 shows all possible configurations

concerning a stock investor process for trading securities

that is represented in Fig. 4. Each configuration is repre-

sented as an oval that is described with an identifier and a

marking. For instance, configuration c1 consists of a

marking [p1], and from the start configuration c0, config-

urations c1� 4 can be reached, i.e., c0 �! {c1, c2, c3,

c4},

The soundness property in WFA-net is used to verify

whether the final configuration is reachable from any

configuration of N.

Definition 5 (Soundness of WFA-net) Let N = hP, T, F,
res, pd, rd, md, sdi be a WFA-net, and c0 be the start

configuration of N, C � N is a set of configurations of N,

and ce � N is a set of final configurations of N. We say N is

sound iff, for every configuration c reachable from c0, there

exists a firing sequence leading from c to ce, i.e.,

8c 2 C : ðc0 �!
�
c
Þ ) ðc�!�

c
eÞ.

Example 4 considering Fig. 5, c0[start] �! {c1[P1],

c2[P2], c3[P3], c4[end]}, c1 �! c5½P5�, c2[P2] �!
c5[P5], c5[P5] �! {c7[P4, P6], c8[P6, P7]}, c3[P3, P4]

�! {c6[P3, P7], c7[P4, P6]}, c6[P3, P7] �! c8[P6, P7],

c7[P4, P6] �! c8[P6, P7], c8[P6, P7] �! {c9[P7, P8],

S

T4: Trade by a trader
res: Best trading

E

res: credit assessmentsfirm
pd: securities' assessments

res: consulting firm
rd: securities' assessments
pd: consultant suggestions

res: Best trading
rd: CTS-info
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rd: trade info-NASDAQ
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pd:  trade info-NASDAQ
pd:  trade settlement 

T1: Perform trade   
res: NYSE
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Fig. 4 A WFA-net concerning a stock investor process for trading securities
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c10[P6, P8]}, c9[P7, P8] �! c11[P7, P9], c10[P6, P8]

�! c12[P6, P9]. Finally, c11[P7, P9] �! c13[end], and

c12[P6, P9] �! c13[end]. It is clear that from any con-

figuration that can be reached from the initial configura-

tion; the final configuration can be reached. Therefore, the

workflow is sound.

4.3.2 Mapping IQ requirements into WFA-nets

In this section, we describe how the IQ requirements model

can be mapped into WFA-net. First, we define rules for

identifying building blocks, and then we define three sets of

constraints that should be followed during the mapping

process to guarantee the correctness of both the mapping

and the resulting WFA-net:

Building blocks: are used to represent constructs (goals)

of the requirements model, which can be mapped into

activities of WFA-net. We define three rules for identifying

building blocks that are used to guarantee the correct

mapping:

1. A goal that is not and/or-decomposed of any other

goal, and it is not decomposed into sub-goals as well,

is considered as a building block, which can be

mapped into an activity of WFA-net taking into

consideration the actor, who is responsible for its

achievement, and information that is produced, read,

modified and/or sent (if any).

2. A goal that is and-decomposed into sub-goals is

considered as a building block in terms of all its sub-

goals, which can be mapped into sequencing activities

of the WFA-net, where each of these activities

represents a sub-goal. The mapping of and-decom-

posed sub-goals into sequencing activities is derived

from the semantics of and-decomposition relation,

which implies that all and-decomposed sub-goals

should be achieved to achieve the parent goal, and

mapping such goals into sequencing activities implies

that all of them should be achieved in the WFA-net.

3. A goal that is or-decomposed into sub-goals, is

considered as a building block in terms of its all sub-

goals which can be mapped into parallel (alternatives)

activities of the WFA-net, where each of these

activities represents a sub-goal. The mapping of or-

decomposed sub-goals into parallel activities is derived

from the semantics of or-decomposition relation,

which implies that any of the or-decomposed goals

should be achieved to achieve the parent goal, and

mapping such goals into parallel activities implies that

it is enough to achieve any one of them in the WFA-

net.

Example 5 Consider the IQ requirements model in Fig. 3,

the goal G2.2 Trade by a trader in the scope of

Best trading can be considered as a building block,

since it is not and/or-decomposed of any other goal, and it

is not decomposed into sub-goals as well. On the other

hand, the goal G2.1.1 Produce and send orders is

and-decomposed into two sub-goal G2.1.1.1 Produce

trading orders and G2.1.1.2 Finalize trade.

Therefore, G2.1.1 can be considered as a building block

in terms of these two sub-goals, which can be mapped into

two sequencing activities in the WFA-net. While the goal

G2.1.2 Decide the right trading orders is or-

decomposed into two sub-goals G2.1.2.1 Analysis

by consultant’s suggestions and G2.1.2.2

Analysis by trader’s suggestions. Thus,

G2.1.2 can be considered as a building block in terms of

these two sub-goals, which can be mapped into two parallel

activities in the WFA-net.

Consistency constraints: we define three consistency

constraints that are used to guarantee a correct mapping

between building blocks and activities of the WFA-net:

1. Mapping is allowed for building blocks only, i.e., no

goal is allowed to be mapped unless it can be

considered as a building block. This constraint pre-

vents designers from arbitrarily mapping goals/sub-

goals into activities of the WFA-net.

T1

c1: [p1] c2: [p2] c3: [p3, p4] c4: [end]

T2 T3

T4

c5: [p5]

T5T5

c7: [p4, p6]

c6: [p3, p7]

T7
T6

T6

c8: [p6, p7]

T6 T6

T7

c10: [p6, p8]c9: [p7, p8]

T8 T9

c12: [p6, p9]c11: [p7, p9]

T10T10

c13: [end]

T11 T11

c0: [start]

Fig. 5 All possible configurations concerning a stock investor

process for trading securities
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2. Mapping is allowed for leaf goals only, i.e., no goal is

allowed to be mapped unless it is a leaf goal, i.e., it is

not and/or-decomposed into sub-goals.

3. No information is allowed in the WFA-net unless its

source (the goal/activity that produces such informa-

tion) exists in the WFA-net. Including information

sources in the WFA-net enables for analyzing infor-

mation availability and several IQ dimensions (e.g.,

accuracy, completeness, etc.).

Example 6 Consider the previous example, the goal

G2.2 Trade by a trader can be mapped into an

activity of WFA-net, since it is a building block. While the

goal G2.1.1 is allowed to be mapped in terms of its two

sub-goals G2.1.1.1 and G2.1.1.2 as sequencing

activities of the WFA-net, since both of them are leaf goals.

In case they were not leaf goals, each of them can be

mapped in terms of its sub-goals. On the other hand,

consider the WFA-net that is shown in Fig. 4, activity T5:

Analysis overall trading environment needs

to read both of trade info-NYSE and trade info-

NASDAQ that is why activities T1 and T2 have been added

to the WFA-net, since such activities produce the infor-

mation required by T5.

Sequencing constraints: we define two sequencing

constraints that are used to guarantee the proper ordering of

the activities of WFA-net:

1. Activities of WFA-net should be consistent with their

sequencing order in their own building blocks.

2. If an activity depends on the outcome of another

activity (e.g., information), it should appear after the

activity it depends on if possible.

Example 7 Consider the previous example, goals

G2.1.1.1 and G2.1.1.2 should be mapped into

sequencing activities of WFA-net. While the goals

G2.1.2.1 and G2.1.2.2 should be mapped into par-

allel activities of WFA-net. The designer can either map

goals G2.1.1.1 and G2.1.1.2 as sequencing activities

followed by goals G2.1.2.1 and G2.1.2.2 as parallel

activities, or he/she can map goals G2.1.2.1 and

G2.1.2.2 as parallel activities followed by goals

G2.1.2.1 and G2.1.2.2 as sequencing activities. But

it is not allowed to map such goals in any other order, i.e.,

it is not allowed to separate between goals G2.1.1.1 and

G2.1.1.2 that are mapped as sequencing activities by the

goals G2.1.2.1 and G2.1.2.2. On the other hand,

consider the WFA-net that is shown in Fig. 4, activity T5

needs to read both of trade info-NYSE,which is pro-

duced by tasks T1 that is why T1 appears before T5 in the

WFA-net.

Refinement constraints: we define two refinement con-

straints that are derived from the semantics of WFA-net,

and they are used to guarantee the correct sequencing of the

activities of WFA-net that resulted after applying the

sequencing constraints.

1. No two places can appear in sequence without an

activity separating them;

2. No two activities can appear in sequence without a

place separating them.

Example 8 Consider the WFA-net that is shown in Fig. 4,

if there is a position separating T1 and P1, it should be

removed. On the other hand, if there was no position

separating T1 and T5, a position should be added to sep-

arate between them.

An illustrative example: in this example, we show how

the investor process for achieving G2. make profit

from trading securities shown in Fig. 3 can be

mapped into WFA-net shown in Fig. 4.

The investor aims for achieving the top-level goal

G2, but it cannot be considered as a building block since it

is or-decomposed into G2.1 and G2.2. Therefore, instead

of G2, we have G2.1 and G2.2 that should be represented

as parallel activities. G2.2 can be mapped into activity T4,

since it is a leaf goal. While G2.1 is and-decomposed into

G2.1.1 and G2.1.2, which should be represented as two

sequential activities. Where G2.1.1 is also and-decom-

posed into G2.1.1.1 and G2.1.1.2, which can be

mapped into two sequential transactions T10 and T11

respectively. While G2.1.2 is or-decomposed into

G2.1.2.2 and G1.1.2.1, and they can be mapped into

two parallel activities T8 and T9 respectively.

Activity T8 needs to read trader suggestions,

and activity T9 needs to read consultant sugges-

tions, which are produced by goal G1.2.1 Analyze

by itself and goal G5. Produce consultant

suggestions respectively. Since no information is

allowed to exist in WFA-net without its source, goals

G1.2.1 and G5 are mapped as activities T6 and T7

activities that produce trader suggestion and

consultant suggestion respectively.

However, T6 requires to read both of CTS-info and

securities’ assessment, which are produced by

goal G7. Analysis overall trading environ-

ment and goal G6. Produce securities’

assessments respectively. Therefore, the goals G7 and

G6 are mapped as activities T5 and T3 respectively.

Similarly, T7 requires to read securities’ assess-

ment that is produced by goal G7, which has been already

mapped as an activity T3. Thus, we only map an arc from

T3 to T7. Moreover, activity T5 requires to read both

trade info-NYSE and trade info-NASDAQ, which
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are produced by goal G4.2.2 Perform trades and

goal G3.2.2 Perform trades respectively. Thus,

goals G4.2.2 and G3.2.2 are mapped as activities T1

and T2 respectively.

At this point, we check whether the refinement con-

straints are respected, i.e., if there is missing a position

between activities, or a position separating a position and

an activity, we modify the WFA-net accordingly. Finally,

T1, T2, and T4 do not need any preceding activities, and

thus, the Start position is linked directly to them. On the

other hand, T4 and T11 do not have any succeeding

activities, and therefore, they are linked to the End

position.

4.4 Analysis phase

After completing the mapping phase, we have the WFA-net

that represents the BP we desire. However, we cannot rely

on the WFA-net model to perform any kind of automated

analysis without a formal representation of its semantics.

Therefore, we provide disjunctive datalog [8] formalization

of all the concepts that are used to model the WFA-net and

the IQ requirements, which enables for transforming all

constructs of the graphical model (e.g., actor, goal, etc.)

into their corresponding formal predicates. Moreover, we

adopt DLV system6 as an inference engine that allows for

deducing new knowledge (facts) from the predicates that

have been derived from the graphical model based on

already defined reasoning axioms (rules),7 and for per-

forming the required analysis to verify the WFA-net model.

Note that we mainly rely on predicates that are derived

from the requirements model for analyzing the IQ

requirements in WFA-net. While we mainly rely on pred-

icates derived from WFA-net for analyzing the control flow

and information flow of the WFA-net.

In addition, we define a set of properties of the design

(shown in Table 1), which specify logical constraints that

the designers should consider during the system design,

and they are used to verify the correctness of the mapping,

control flow, information flow and IQ requirements of the

WFA-net model. In what follows, we discuss each of these

properties:

Pro1-6 are used to verify the mapping properties of the

WFA-net, where Pro2-6 are derived from the semantics of

the WFA-nets, and they are specialized for verifying

whether every activity and every position are on a path

between the Start and End positions.

Pro1 states that only leaf goals are allowed to be

mapped as activities of WFA-net. Considering Fig. 3, if

goal G.1, goal G.1.1, goal G.1.2, or any other non-leaf

Table 1 Properties of the design

6 http://www.dlvsystem.com/.

7 The formalization of the concepts and axioms is omitted due to

space limitation, yet they can be found at https://mohamadgharib.

wordpress.com/bpsts-iq-tool/.
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goal has been mapped into an activity of WFA-net, Pro1

will notify the designer that such goal cannot be mapped

into an activity since it is not a leaf goal.

Pro2 states that any activity of a WFA-net that has an

outgoing arc, should have at least one incoming arc.

Consider T(9) in Fig. 4 for example, if T(9) has an

outgoing arc to a position (e.g., P(8)), and there is no

incoming arc from a position (e.g., P(7)), Pro2 will notify

the designer that T(9) have an outgoing arc, but it does

not have an incoming arc.

Pro3 states that any activity of a WFA-net that has an

incoming arc, should have at least one outgoing arc.

Consider T(8) in Fig. 4 for example, if T(8) has an

incoming arc from a position (e.g., P(6)), and there is no

outgoing arc to a position (e.g., P(8)), Pro3 will notify the

designer that T(8) have an incoming arc, but it does not

have an outgoing arc.

Pro4 states that the Start position in a WFA-net should

be connected with at least one activity. Consider the

position P(S) in Fig. 4 for example, if there is no outgoing

arc from P(S) to at least one activity (e.g., T(1), T(2),

etc.), Pro4 will notify the designer that position P(S) is

not connected properly in the WFA-net.

Pro5 states that any position (not P(S) or P(E)

positions) in a WFA-net should be connected with at least

two activities through one incoming and one outgoing arcs.

Consider the position P(1) in Fig. 4 for example, if P(1)

does not have an incoming arc from an activity (e.g.,

T(1)) and/or it does not have an outgoing arc to an

activity (e.g., T(5)), Pro5 will notify the designer that

position P(1) is not connected properly in the WFA-net.

Pro6 states that the End position in a WFA-net should

be connected with at least one activity. Considering P(E)

position in Fig. 4, if there is no incoming arc from at least

one activity (e.g., T(4), T(11), etc.) to P(E), Pro6 will

notify the designer that position P(E) is not connected

properly in the WFA-net.

Pro7 states that any activity of WFA-net should have all

information it requires (e.g., read, modify, send), where

this property is used to verify information availability

(information flow) for activities of a WFA-net. Consider

T(9) in Fig. 4 for example, T(9) need to read con-

sultant suggestions, if such information has not

been produced and provided to the investor that is the

responsible actor for achieving activity T(9), Pro7 will

notify the designer that consultant suggestions is

unavailable for investor for achieving T(9).

Pro8-19 are used to verify IQ-related properties of the

activities of a WFA-net, where these properties have been

derived from the satisfaction semantics of IQ requirements.

In particular, IQ requirements are transformed into design

constraints that when respected the IQ requirements are

satisfied. For instance, Pro8 states that a WFA-net should

not include any activity that produces information, and the

actor who is responsible for achieving such activity does

not have a produce permission concerning such informa-

tion. Consider activity T(10) in Fig. 4 for example,

T(10) produces investors’ orders. If the investor

(responsible actor) does not have a produce permission,

Pro8 will detect such violation and notify the designer that

such information cannot be produced, since the responsible

actor does not have a produce permission.

Pro9 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that produces inaccurate information from the

perspective of the actor who responsible for achieving such

activity, where produced information is accurate, if its

believability and the trustworthiness of production have

been verified. Considering activity T(10), the investor is

the legitimate owner of such information, i.e., the trust-

worthiness of production is verified. Moreover, the produce

relation applies a believability check while producing such

information (shown in Fig. 3). If the trustworthiness of the

production is not verified and/or no believability check has

been applied, Pro9 notify the designer that such informa-

tion is not accurate.

Pro10 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that reads information, and the actor who is

responsible for achieving such activity does not have a read

permission concerning such information. Considering

activity T(8), if the investor does not have a read

permission concerning trader suggestions, Pro10

will detect such violation and notify the designer that such

information cannot be read, since the responsible actor

does not have a read permission.

Pro11 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that reads information, and such information is

inaccurate from the perspective of the actor (reader) who is

responsible for the activity achievement. Information is

accurate from the perspective of its reader, if its believ-

ability and trustworthiness of provenance have not been

verified. For example, activity T(8) reads trader

suggestions, as shown in Fig. 3 the investor, who

is responsible for achieving T(8) trusts Best trading

(information producer) for producing such information

(trustworthiness of the source), and trader sugges-

tions has been provided to investor without being

inappropriately modified (trustworthiness of the provision),

thus, the trustworthiness of provenance is verified. More-

over, the goal G2.1.2.2 Analysis by trader’s

suggestions that is mapped as T(8) applies a

believability check while reading such information, i.e., the

believability of such information is verified. In case, the

believability and/or the trustworthiness of provenance of

trader suggestions have not been verified, Pro11

will notify the designer that such information is inaccurate

for read.
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Pro12 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that reads information, and such information is

invalid from the perspective of the actor who is responsible

the activity achievement. Information is valid for read if its

currency (age) is smaller than its volatility, and otherwise it

is invalid. Considering activity T(8), if the provision time

of trader suggestions to the investor is bigger

than the volatility of such information, Pro12 will notify

the designer that such information is invalid for read.

Pro13 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that reads information, and such information is

incomplete from the perspective of the actor who is

responsible for the activity achievement. Information is

complete for read, if it is value complete (information has

been preserved against lost and corruption during its

transfer), and purpose of use complete (information has all

its sub-parts for performing a task at hand). Considering

activity T(8), trader suggestions has been pro-

vided to the investor through IP-Provision (it is value

complete), and such information is not composite infor-

mation, i.e., it has all of its parts (it is purpose of use

complete) . In case, trader suggestions was not

provided through integrity preserving (IP) provision, or it is

composite and it misses any of its sub-parts, Pro13 will

notify the designer that such information is incomplete for

read.

Pro14 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that reads information, and such information is

inconsistent from the perspective of the actor who is

responsible for the activity achievement. Information is

consistent for read, if it has only one reader taking into

consideration its purpose of use, or it has multiple readers

for the same purpose of use, and all of them have the same

read time. Considering activity T(8), the investor is

the only reader of trader suggestions, i.e., such

information is consistent for read. In case, there was

another reader of such information with the same purpose

of use, and they do not have the same read-time, Pro14 will

notify the designer that such information is inconsistent for

read.

Pro15 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that modifies information, and the actor who is

responsible for achieving such activity does not have a

modify permission. Considering activity T(10), if the

investor does not have a modify permission concerning

investor’s orders, Pro15 will notify the designer

that such information cannot be modified, since the

responsible actor does not have modify permission.

Pro16 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that sends information, and the actor who is

responsible for its achievement does not have a send per-

mission concerning such information. Considering activity

T(10), if the investor does not have a send permission

concerning investor’s orders, Pro16 will notify the

designer the responsible actor does not have a send

permission.

Pro17 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that sends information, and such information is

inaccurate at its destination from the perspective of the

actor (sender) who is responsible for the activity achieve-

ment. Information is accurate at its destination, if it has not

been inappropriately modified during its transfer (trust-

worthiness of the provision). Considering activity T(10),

the investor sends investor’s orders to NASDAQ

through Best trading, if Best trading inappropri-

ately modifies such information (modify without trust),

Pro17 will notify the designer that such information might

be inaccurate at its destination.

Pro18 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that sends information, and such information is

incomplete at its destination from the perspective of the

actor who is responsible for the activity achievement.

Information is complete at its destination, if it has been

provided through IP-Provision from its source to its des-

tination, which guarantees that it has been preserved

against lost and corruption during its transfer. Considering

activity T(10), if the investor sends investor’s

orders to NASDAQ through normal (P) provision, Pro18

will notify the designer that such information is incomplete

at its destination.

Pro19 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that sends information, and such information is

invalid at its destination from the perspective of the actor

who is responsible for the activity achievement. Informa-

tion is valid at its destination, if its transfer (provision) time

is less than its send time. Considering activity T(10), the

investor sends investor’s orders to NASDAQ

within 20 s (send time), if the provision time is more than

20 s, Pro19 will notify the designer that such information

is invalid at its destination.

Pro20 states that a WFA-net should not include any

activity that has been prevented from being fired. Activities

might be prevented from being fired due to several reasons.

For example, the responsible actor does not have the

capability to achieve the activity (goal), the responsible

actor is not trusted for achieving the activity. Moreover, an

activity might be prevented because of IQ-related proper-

ties, e.g., activity is not able to produce, read, modify and/

or send information, because the responsible actor does not

have the required permission. Furthermore, an activity

might be prevented because of reading inaccurate, incom-

plete, etc. information. Considering T(4), the trader

(responsible actor) is distrusted by the investor to

achieve such activity (shown in Fig. 3), i.e., such activity

will be prevented from being achieved.
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Pro21 states that the End position in a WFA-net should

be reached, i.e., there should be at least one activity when

fired the WFA-net reaches its End position. Consider P(E)

in Fig. 4 for example, both of T(4) or T(11) have out-

going arcs to P(E), if none of them has fired, P(E) will

not be reached and Pro21 will notify the designer that the

process has been terminated without reaching its end.

5 Implementation and evaluation

Evaluation aims to demonstrate the utility and efficacy of a

design artifact. We evaluated our approach on a simulation

basis following [35], i.e., developing a prototype tool and

test its applicability with artificial data, a screen-shot of the

tool is shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, we developed a proto-

type implementation8 to test the approach, specifically its

ability to model and analyze IQ requirements in BPs. In

what follows, we briefly describe the prototype architec-

ture, and then we discuss its applicability over two sce-

narios abstracted from the stock market domain.

Prototype implementation. Our prototype has been

developed depending on Eclipse integrated development

environment (IDE), and it consists of four main compo-

nents (the tool architecture is depicted in Fig. 7): (1)

Control component (JAVA-based program), controls and

coordinates the three other components; (2) A graphical

user interface (GUI)9: supports designers during the design

of the system-to-be, where the BP is executed, and then

maps the requirements model into the WFA-net; (3)

Model-to-text transformation: supports the translation of

the graphical BP model into disjunctive Datalog formal

specifications depending on Acceleo10; and (4) automated

reasoning support (DLV system11) that takes the

disjunctive datalog specifications as an input, and then

perform the required analysis to verify the correctness and

completeness of the BP model against the properties of the

design.

Applicability. We evaluated our approach by showing

its utility and efficacy in modeling and analyzing IQ

requirements in BPs along with its effectiveness in cap-

turing any violation to the properties of the design by

applying it to two scenarios abstracted from the Flash

Crash case study.12

In particular, we modeled each scenario as it might

occur in the real world in its social and organizational

context (requirements model), and then we modeled the

process that represents the scenario by mapping the IQ

requirements in terms of its goals into activities of the

WFA-net taking into consideration the rules to define

building blocks, consistency, sequencing and refinement

constraints. Moreover, we translated the resulting model

(IQ requirements and WFA-net models) into disjunctive

datalog specification, which enables us to run the auto-

mated analysis to test the analysis ability in discovering

any violation to the properties of the design. In what fol-

lows, we discuss each of these scenarios:

Scenario 1. A stock investor aims to make profit

from trading securities in NASDAQ. The process for

achieving such goal can be achieved either by delegating

the goal of trading securities to Best trading, or by

achieving such goal on her own. In case the investor wants

to achieve the goal by herself, she needs to decide the right

trading orders either by depending on consultant sugges-

tions or by depending on the trader’s suggestions. More-

over, the investor needs to produce orders and send them to

NASDAQ through a stock trader (Best trading). If the

trade was successfully performed, the trade settlement,

which results from performing such trade, is sent back

through Best trading to the investor to finalize the

trade.

The process in terms of its activities is shown in Fig. 4,

where the process has been mapped from the requirements

model into activities of the WFA-net taking into consid-

eration the different consistency, sequencing and refine-

ment constraints13. The process has two parallel paths from

Start to End position14. In the first path, it has only one

activity T4: Trade by a trader that is connected

directly with the Start position, i.e., T4 is enabled. If T4

fires, the End position will be reached, i.e., the process has

succeeded in reaching its end. However, T4 will not fire,

Fig. 6 Screenshot of the prototype tool

8 The prototype tool is available at https://mohamadgharib.word

press.com/bpsts-iq-tool/.
9 Developed by Sirius https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.

sirius.
10 https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.m2t.acceleo.
11 http://www.dlvsystem.com/dlv/.

12 For more information about the case study refer to [26].
13 We mainly focus on the ability of the automated analysis in

detecting any violation to the properties of the design.
14 All possible configurations concerning this process are shown in

Fig. 5.
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since the investor does not trust Best trading (re-

sponsible actor) for achieving T4. Without trust there is no

guarantee that Best trading will achieve such activity.

The second path starts with three parallel activities, T1:

Perform trade, T2: Perform trade, and T3:

Produce securities’ assessments. T1 and T2

have two outgoing arcs to positions P1 and P2 respec-

tively. When both T1 and T2 fire, we have two tokens at

P1 and P2 respectively, and T5: Analysis overall

trading environment will be enabled. However, T5

may not fire if there is any delay concerning trade

info-NYSE and/or trade info-NASDAQ information,

which makes such information invalid for read. For

example, one main reason of the Flash Crash was the delay

of NYSE quotes (Trade info-NYSE) provision to CTA

[51, 60], which resulted in invalid CQS-info for many

stock traders. Therefore, any analysis performed depending

on such information was wrong, which led to wrong trad-

ing decisions on the traders’ side [66, 79]. In case there is

no delay concerning trade info-NYSE and trade

info-NASDAQ, T5 fires, the two tokens in P1 and P2 are

removed, and a token is placed in P5, since there is an

outgoing arc from T5 to position P5.

On the other hand, T3 is enabled, and when it fires two

tokens are produced in P3 and P4 respectively. In this

context, both of T6: Analysis by itself and T7:

Produce consultant suggestions are enabled.

However, T6 will not fire since securities’

assessments is inaccurate for read, i.e., there is no trust

for producing such information between producer

(credit assessments firm) and reader (Best

trading). In the stock market domain, providing fraud-

ulent/falsified (untrustworthy/inaccurate information)

assessment (also trading suggestions) is, usually, due to

conflict of interest. The Enron scandal [53] is an example,

where the conflict of interest resulted in producing

untrustworthy/inaccurate information. More specifically,

Arthur Andersen was the audit company of Enron, and it

provides fraudulent/falsified information concerning the

assets of Enron [49], which led to an incorrect estimation

of Enron’s securities by stock traders.

If this violation was resolved, and securities’

assessments was verified trustworthy (there is a trust

for producing concerning such information), T6 fires, the

two tokens in P3 and P5 are removed, and a token is

produced in P6. On the other hand, T7 might face the same

issue while reading securities’ assessments. If

this violation is resolved, and the securities’

assessments is verified trustworthy, T7 fires, the token

in P4 is removed, and a token is produced in P7. At this

point, both of T8: Analysis by trader sugges-

tions and T9: Analysis by consultant sug-

gestions are enabled, since there are tokens in P6 and

P7. However, T8/T9 may not fire, if the trustworthiness of

trader suggestions/consultant suggestions

is not verified.

If these two violations are resolved, T8/T9 fire, the

token at P6/P7 is removed, and a token at P8 is produced,

which enables activity T10: Produce trading

orders. T10 may not fire, if there is no trust for send

between investor and Best trading, who is

responsible for sending the investor’s orders to NASDAQ.

Trust for send is another issue in the stock market domain,

since traders may sell the orders they are responsible for

performing by forwarding them to other trading companies

for a fee (‘‘payment for order flow’’). For example, Citadel

LLC (high-frequency trader) paid TD Ameritrade (trader)

hundreds of millions of dollars each year to forward their

orders to Citadel LLC [45]. When T10 fires, the token at

P8 will be removed, and a token will be produced at P9,

which enables activity T11: Finalize trade. When

T11 fires, the End position of the WFA-net will be

reached, and we can say that the process has reached its

end successfully.

Scenario 2. NASDAQ aims tomake a profit by facilitating

securities trading among stock traders. The process for

achieving such goal starts by receiving orders from both

investors and traders, match such orders, and perform trades

when orders match. Moreover, NASDAQ should guarantee a

stable and fair trading environment for its traders, which can

be done by analyzing the trading environment, and slow or

even stop the trading activities when required to prevent a

market crash. The process is shown in Fig. 8.

The process has only one path from Start to End posi-

tion, where both of T1: Trading own securities

and T2: Produce trading orders are enabled, since

they are linked with the Start position. T1 will not fire,

since trader’s orders will not be valid at its desti-

nation (send time is bigger than provision time). When this

violation is fixed (e.g., relaxing the send time, using faster

provision time), T1 will fire, and a token will be produced

Fig. 7 Prototype tool architecture
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at P1. We consider that T215 has fired, and a token is

produced at P2.

T3: Receive orders is enabled, since there are two

tokens in P1 and P2 respectively. However, T3 will not

fire since trader’s orders is inaccurate for read, i.e.,

there is no trust for producing such information between

producer (Best trading) and reader (NASDAQ). In

particular, Best trading is playing an HFT role, where

a HFT have the capability of manipulating the trading

environment by providing falsified orders (e.g., flickering

quotes16) in order to influence the prices of securities

before starting its real trades. The suspicious behavior of

some HFTs was considered as a main reason that led to the

Flash Crash [41, 66]. In particular, if orders that have been

provided by HFTs were not considered trustworthy for

granted, the Flash Crash might have been avoided [30].

Note that if the trader was playing a Market maker

role, it might provide orders with unbelievable prices (e.g.,

stub quotes17) to fulfill its obligations concerning the pro-

vision of sell/buy orders in the market. According to [41],

during the Flash Crash, over 98% of all trades were exe-

cuted at prices within 10% of their values before the crash

because of the stub quotes. However, such issue can be

avoided, if the market verifies the believability of any order

it receives, i.e., applies a believability check while reading

such orders.

After resolving the violation at T3 (e.g., accepting only

trustworthy information), T3 fires, the tokens at P1 and P2

are removed, and a token at P3 is produced. Having a

token at position P3 enables T4: Perform trade,18 and

when it fires, the token at P3 is removed, and a token at P4

is produced, which enables T5: Analyze the trading

environment. When activity T5 fires, the token at P4 is

removed, and a token at P5 is produced, which enables

T6: Manage trading environment.

Activity T6 will not fired, since NASDAQ CB info is

incomplete for managing the trading environment. A main

reason of the Flash Crash was inefficient coordination

among the CBs of the trading markets [32], i.e., each

market conducted analysis of its own trading environment,

and based on such analysis, it could employ its CB when

needed. For instance, during the Flash Crash CME

employed its CB, while NYSE did not [73].

As previously mentioned, for each security there is only

one primary listing market, i.e., markets need to coordinate

their CBs with the CB of the primary listing market to

prevent a potential market crash. In this context, we can

solve the coordination problem, by considering the CB

information of the primary listing market (CME CB info)

as a sub part (part of) of both NYSE CB info and NASDAQ

CB info, which guarantee the completeness of such

information for managing the trading environments of both

NYSE and NASDAQ.

After considering CME CB info as a sub part of both of

NYSE CB info and NASDAQ CB info, they become

complete for managing the trading environment of NYSE

and NASDAQ respectively. This raises another problem

since NYSE and NASDAQ have became interdependent

readers for CME CB info, i.e., CME CB info should be

consistent between them. However, CME CB info is

inconsistent between them, since they have two different

read times concerning CME CB info, where the read time

of NASDAQ is 130 ms, and the read time of NYSE is 146

ms [45] concerning CME CB info. This situation can be

resolved by unifying the read time of CME CB info

between NYSE and NASDAQ, which can be done by uni-

fying the provision time of CME CB info to both of them.

After resolving the violation at activity T6, it fires and the

End position of WFA-net is reached, i.e., the process has

succeeded in reaching its end.

6 Approach limitations and threats to validity

After presenting and discussing our approach, we discuss

its limitations and threats to validity.

res: NASDAQ
rd: investor’s orders
rd:  trader’s orders

res: NASDAQ
pd:  trade info-NASDAQ
pd:  trade settlement 

T4: Perform trade   
res: Best trading
pd:  trader’s orders
sd: NASDAQ,  Trader’s orders, 20

res: investor
pd: investor’s orders
md: investor’s orders
sd: NASDAQ, investor’s orders,20

res: NASDAQ
rd: trade info-NASDAQ
pd: NASDAQ CB info

res: NASDAQ
rd: NASDAQ CB info

T6: Manage trading 
environment

S

P1

P2

E
P5

P3

P4 T5: Analyze the trading 
environment

T2: Produce trading orders

T1: Trading own securities   T3: Receive orders   

Fig. 8 A WFA-net concerning a stock market process for facilitate trading among stock traders

15 T2 is the same as activity T10 in Scenario 1, and there is no need

to discuss it again.
16 Orders that last very short time, which make them unavailable for

most of the traders [47].
17 Orders with prices far away from the current market prices [41].
18 T4 is the same as activity T2 in Scenario 1.
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Approach limitations.We have identified the following

limitations:

Binary requirement satisfaction: the approach only deals

with binary requirement satisfaction (e.g., a goal can be

either satisfied or denied), i.e., it does not support a

qualitative requirements reasoning. Similarly, the

approach only deals with binary IQ requirement satis-

faction, i.e., information can be either accurate or

inaccurate, believable or unbelievable, etc.

All IQ dimensions have the same priority: all IQ

dimensions have the same importance to the system,

i.e., all of them have the same priority. For example,

information accuracy has the same importance for the

system as information consistency, completeness, etc.

However, in some domains one IQ dimension might be

more important than others, which can be reflected by

assigning different priorities to IQ dimensions based on

their importance to the system.

Only one BP: the approach cannot deal with more than

one BP at the same time, i.e., it is not possible to model

more than one BP at the same time.

No customized analysis: the Tool does not support

customized analysis, it only supports verifying all the

properties of the design, i.e., a user cannot choose which

properties of the design to be verified.

Tool installation: the installation of the Tool is not user-

friendly, since it requires several applications to be

installed on the host machine (e.g., Java, Sirius, Acceleo,

etc.) to run appropriately.

Approach threats to validity. We discuss here the threats

to the internal and external validity of our evaluation of the

approach based on the Flash Crash case study.

Internal validity: is concerned with factors (third fac-

tors) that have not been considered in the study, and they

could have influenced the investigated factors in the study

[61, 78]. We have identified the following internal threats:

Other factors might lead to the Flash Crash: Our analysis

have identified several IQ-related vulnerabilities that

have led or contributed to the Flash Crash. However,

other factors might be involved as well, which we were

not able to identify in our analysis. Further analysis of

the Flash Crash is required to verify that the factors we

considered are enough (if tackled) to avoid such a crash,

or identify unrevealed factors.

Experimenter bias: occurs when the experimenter influ-

ences the outcome of the study. For example, an

experimenter might tend not to look for evidence that

might negate its expectations. To avoid such threat, our

role as experimenters was limited to modeling the

scenarios as they might occur in the real world, and then

running the automated analysis. Moreover, our findings

concerning the Flash Crash case study have been

reported by other researchers/experts in several fields.

External validity: is concerned with to what extent the

results of the study can be generalized [61]. We have

identified the following external threats:

No extensive evaluation: The approach has been applied

to only one domain (stock market), which threatens the

generalization of our findings. Probably, applying the

approach in other domains might reveal undetected

inadequacies for modeling and analyzing IQ require-

ments in BPs.

Completeness of the properties of the design: we did not

evaluate the completeness of the proposed properties of

the design with domain experts. However, we have

identified these properties based on an extensive analysis

of available reports and studies about the Flash Crash

(e.g., [51, 66, 79]).

7 Related work

Traditionally, BPs literature has focused on control flow

perspective of the processes with less emphasis on infor-

mation perspective. However, some efforts have been

devoted to the design of data-aware processes with main

emphasis on information flow, which enables for avoiding

errors that result from using information that is not yet

available in the BP. For instance, generic patterns of how

data are addressed in BP have been presented in [62], and

exception management mechanisms to deal with data

unavailability in the BP has been introduced in [63]. While

Trčka et al. [76] proposed data anti-patterns that represent

undesirable data flow behaviors in BPs. Sadiq et al. [64]

introduced a method that identifies the requirements of data

flow modeling in workflow specifications. Combi and

Gambini [17] presented A modeling language for capturing

control flow along with data flow relevant concerns. Soffer

[71] introduced a theoretical approach that captures data

inaccuracy along with the expected results of depending on

such data in BPs.

Other approaches for integrating data flow with control

flow of BPs include case handling [80], ad-hoc process

modifications approaches [59], and artifact-centric [16]. In

addition, Zhao et al. [87] propose an Artifact-Centric

Business Process Model (ABPM) that allows representing

artifacts (data objects), which includes data associated with

a business object, data about its overall life cycle and

relationships to other artifacts. While Calvanese et al. [12]

introduce an artifact-centric approach that is able to char-

acterize when one artifact-centric workflow dominates

another one. In [43], the authors develop an approach for
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identifying business entities from activity-centric process

models and then transforming such models into informa-

tion-centric business process models.

Bhattacharya et al. [6] develop an approach for work-

flow design that is founded on a data-centric perspective.

Their approach focuses primarily on business artifacts and

how they can be used to provide core elements of an

overall design methodology for business operations. Sun

et al. [75] propose the SeGA framework that supports the

separation of data and BP execution. Moreover, they

introduce the concept of a self-guided artifact that extends

artifact-centric BP models by capturing all needed data for

a BP throughout its execution. Finally, Sun et al. [74]

develop an approach for modeling data for business pro-

cesses, which represents data used by a process as a hier-

archically structured business entity characterized by keys,

local keys, update constraints, and a set of data mapping

rules defining exact correspondence between entity data

values and values in the enterprise database.

Deutsch et al. [20] propose TNest that is a data-centric

workflow modeling language, which allows for expressing

data dependencies along with time constraints. While

Sidorova et al. [68] proposed a new data-aware soundness

notion, WFD-net that is able to address data flow issues

along with the control flow of BPs. Furthermore, Guerra-

Garcı́a et al. [33] introduced a Model Driven Architecture

(MDA) for the management of Data Quality (DQ) during

the design and development of Web applications. In par-

ticular, they propose a meta-model and a UML profile for

capturing and specifying DQ requirements (DQ_WebRE).

Finally, Cappiello et al. [13] proposed a methodology to

support BP designers in identifying DQ requirements, and

selecting the required actions to satisfy such requirements

during the design of BPs.

Outside the BP area, several approaches for improving

IQ by design have been proposed. For instance, Wang [83]

proposed the Total Data Quality Management (TDQM)

methodology for delivering high-quality information

products (IP) to information consumers. They introduce the

concept of Information Product (IP) to emphasize the fact

that the information output from an information manufac-

turing system has a value that is transferable to the con-

sumer. Furthermore, Ballou et al. [4] presented Information

Manufacturing System (IMS) that considers four attributes

of IP, namely: timeliness, quality, cost, and value of

information products. Shankaranarayanan et al. [67]

extended the work of Ballou, and proposed a formal

modeling method for creating an IP-MAP. Scannapieco

et al. [65] relied on the IP-MAP to propose IP-UML that is

an engineering approach developed to improve data quality

in a single organization. However, all the previously

mentioned approaches were not designed to capture the IQ

requirements in their social and organizational context.

On the other hand, the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechni-

cal Commission (IEC) published several quality models

including ISO/IEC 9126 [37] and ISO/IEC 25010 [39].

However, the main focus of these standards is software

quality not data/information quality. Natale et al. [52] tried

to solve this problem by linking software quality attributes

proposed in ISO/IEC 9126 into a set of data quality

dimensions proposed by Thomas Redman [58]. ISO/IEC

25012 [38] is a standard for data quality, which analyzes

data quality in terms of fifteen quality attributes (dimen-

sions). ISO/IEC 25012 can be used as a baseline for our

model since our model considers most of the IQ dimen-

sions proposed by ISO/IEC 25012. Yet we adopted our

previous work since we do not need only the IQ dimen-

sions but also how such dimensions can be analyzed in

their social and organizational context, which is not sup-

ported by ISO/IEC 25012.

Finally, combining goal models and BPs is not new, for

example, Cysneiros and Yu [18] discuss agents autonomy

in modeling and supporting business processes. While

Koliadis et al. [42] proposed a preliminary work for map-

ping i* to BPMN. Lapouchnian et al. [44] propose a

requirements-driven approach for BP design that uses

requirements goal models to capture alternatives in process

configuration. However, to the best of our knowledge, there

is no previous work in Goal-Oriented Requirements

Engineering that models IQ requirements and maps such

requirements into a BP.

8 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we discussed the importance of modeling

and analyzing IQ requirements during the early phases

of the BPs design, and we advocate that such require-

ments should be analyzed in their social and organiza-

tional context. In particular, we proposed an approach

for modeling and analyzing IQ requirements in BPs from

a socio-technical perspective. More specifically, the

approach relies on our goal-oriented framework [28, 30]

for modeling and analyzing IQ requirements in their

social and organizational context, and then it proposes

several types of constraints to guarantee the correct and

proper mapping of such requirements into workflow net

with actors (WFA-net) that is a BP modeling language

we proposed. Moreover, we provided a detailed execu-

tion semantics for the WFA-nets. In addition, we dis-

cussed the analysis techniques our approach proposes,

which support the verification of the control flow,

information flow, and IQ requirements of BPs. We

evaluated our approach by developing a prototype tool

and test its applicability by modeling and analyzing the
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IQ requirements of two realistic scenarios abstracted

from the Flash Crash.

For future work, we intend to extend the IQ dimen-

sions we considered in this work, and we aim to better

investigate inter-dependencies among IQ dimensions. We

intend to provide a more expressive analysis for IQ-re-

lated aspects rather than the binary one, which use only

two values to evaluate IQ-related concepts (e.g., accurate

or inaccurate, believable or unbelievable). Another

research thread under investigation is prioritizing IQ

dimensions based on their importance for achieving a task

at hand. Enhancing the modeling component by adopting

the multi-view modeling is also on our list for future

work.

On the other hand, we are investigating how to extend

the approach to deal with more than one BP at the same

time. Moreover, we intend to provide a customized anal-

ysis concerning the properties of the design. We aim to

better validate our approach by applying it to other com-

plex case studies that belong to different domains. Finally,

we are planning to perform a set of experiments with

designers to evaluate the adequacy of our proposed

approach for modeling IQ requirements, mapping such

requirements into WFA-net, and using the automated

analysis to verify the WFA-net model.
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